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MEMO ON IASHS CERTIFICATION FOR 

“EROTIC MASSEUSE” SERVICES IN SAN 

FRANCISCO 
by 

Judith A Reisman, PhD, Former Principal Investigator, Images of 

Children, Crime & Violence in Playboy, Penthouse and Hustler, 

1989, US Dpt of Justice, Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 

Prevention, Grant No. 84-JN-AX-K007. 

 
 “San Francisco Police Department Capt. Tim Hettrich” criticized the new laws 

regarding certification of masseuses in SF: "Basically, what the district attorney is saying 

to the pimps, the panderers and traffickers of women is, 'Keep doing what you're doing 

because we're not going to do anything about it.'"  

 

 The Institute for the Advanced Study of Human Sexuality offers a 2004 California 

State approved certificate for what arguably amounts to therapeutic prostitution. The 

IASHS “course” provides credits toward the PhD and all other institute sex ed degrees. 

Note in one document “baby massage” as well as “erotic massage” is taught, while it is 

unclear about whether this is one course taught together or two therapies taught 

separately. For, remember the IASHS has sold child pornography to Hustler, its lead 

faculty has publicly advocated legalizing incest and adult sex abuse of children in skin 

publications, etc. On the evidence almost all “trained” sexologists were trained at or by 

the Kinseyan IASHS faculty, or by their graduates, on downward. Jar 
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 The World Net Daily article below includes the police view of the IASHS as establishing 

scientific cover for giving certificates for current open door policy to California Sexual 

Trafficking: Basically, what the district attorney is saying to the pimps, the panderers and 

traffickers of women is, 'Keep doing what you're doing because we're not going to do anything 

about it.'"  

 The new law also does away with restrictions against sexually suggestive advertising and 

loosens restrictions on trainees. …[using] a "culturally sensitive test to all applicants, in the 

applicant's own language, to confirm basic proficiency in massage before issuing a permit." 

Goodwin says the term "culturally sensitive" casts a wide net in San Francisco, pointing out that 

some massage schools are explicitly prostitution oriented, such as the Institute for the Advanced 

Study of Human Sexuality's program in "Sexological Bodywork." 
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